
What’s UP MÄK
MÄK Introduces the VR-Link 
Code Generator
The release of VR-Link 3.11 is right around the corner. And the highlight of the 
upcoming release is the new VR-Link Code Generator. 

The Code Generator reads any HLA FOM and generates VR-Link API exten-
sions for that FOM. Now HLA simulation development is faster than ever. 

Whether your FOM represents components of a jet engine, organs in the
human body, or even a simple extension of the RPR-FOM GroundVehicle
class, you can now use VR-Link’s intuitive and powerful API to rapidly 
prototype and develop your federate. 

For years engineers have found VR-Link’s easy-to-use API a tremendous
timesaver for developing both simple test applications and high end simula-
tors. With built in RPR-FOM support and a FOM-Agile API, VR-Link has met
most simulation developers’ needs. However, with the advent of Systems of
System Architectures, developers increasingly see the need to model large
and complex systems with different levels of fidelity. This type of architecture
leads to the design of several layers of complementary FOMs that go places
the RPR FOM never envisioned. As federation architects develop these
FOMs, they need to quickly prototype simple federates to test new concepts
and aid in the construction of larger systems. VR-Link’s rock solid API, 
extended with the new VR-Link Code Generator, makes this task easy.
Engineers unfamiliar with the HLA API can efficiently and quickly develop

federates to test new FOMs using well documented and intuitive VR-Link classes.  

The VR-Link Code Generator extends the VR-Link API by automatically generating
classes based on a FOM definition file (it supports both HLA 1.3 and 1516 formats). It
produces the C++ code, Microsoft solution files, and UNIX makefiles developers need
to build a dynamic library that can be used by the final application. The classes gener-
ated know which object or interaction they correspond to, as well as how to encode
and decode themselves, so no extra FOM mapping needs to be done. FOM mapping
is taken care of inside the generated code. In other words, when you extend VR-Link
using the VR-Link Code Generator, you do not have to create a separate FOM Mapper.

The Code Generator also produces simple examples that use the new extensions 
(similar to the popular talk and listen examples). Because it’s a MÄK product, you 
can be confident that the generated code meets our high standards: it is neat and
commented. The Code Generator works with HLA 1.3 or IEEE 1516. 

We’ll be demonstrating the VR-Link Code Generator at our booth (#7) at Spring SIW.
Stop to take a look or contact us for more information at info@mak.com or
1.617.876.8085 x2.  n
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VR-Link Code Generator



CHOWDAH FEST NEWS :

MAK Chowdah Fest 2006
The Superheroes of Simulation Have Arrived

PRODUCT UPDATES

B-HAVE 1.0
MÄK is proud to announce the launch
of our newest product module: The 
B-HAVE Module for VR-Forces. B-HAVE
1.0 is now available and shipping, and
can be used with VR-Forces 3.10. 

The B-HAVE (Brains for Human
Activities in Virtual Environments)
Module for VR-Forces leverages
advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI)
technology to provide more complex
and realistic behaviors within MÄK’s
VR-Forces simulation environment.
Using the B-HAVE Module, VR-Forces
entities can analyze terrain topology,
intelligently navigate through complex
urban environments, automatically plan
and follow paths through 3D building
interiors, dynamically avoid collisions
with obstacles or other entities, and
flee from threats. The B-HAVE Module
is powered by the Kynapse Toolkit
from Kynogon SA, the world’s leading
supplier of AI technology for behavior
simulation in the video game industry. 

The B-HAVE Module is packaged as a
set of plug-ins to VR-Forces’ Terrain
Database Tool (TDB Tool), Simulation
Engine, and GUI. The TDB Tool plug-in
allows you to automatically generate
navigation maps (“PathData”) from
your 3D terrain data. The VR-Forces
Run-Time plug-ins take advantage of
this PathData to allow human entities
to enter and leave buildings, go up
and down stairs and ramps, and realis-
tically navigate around trees, fences
and other obstacles. The B-HAVE
Module extends the set of built-in
tasks available to VR-Forces users, to
include Hide, Wander, Follow and 
Flee, and supports custom behavior
scripting in the Lua lightweight 
programming language. B-HAVE brains
can also control military and civilian
vehicles. 

The B-HAVE Module is sold as a 
separately-priced add-on module for
VR-Forces.  

The Federation of Justice Unites...for a Picture

It's a bird! It's a plane! No, it's just Ben.

The Mallett Being Menacing

MAK Man (aka Len) Makes a Quick Change



MAK RTI 3.1.1
This Maintenance Release adds various usability enhancements.
MÄK RTI 3.1.1 is binary compatible (link-compatible) with previous
MÄK RTI versions. 

Enhancements in MÄK RTI 3.1.1 include: 

• The RTI Forwarder and the web-based RTIspy GUI now provide
more information about the various components that are 
connected, allowing you to more easily identify each federate
and the rtiexec. 

• The RID parameter RTI_enableLrcQtApp has been removed. The
RTI_enableLrcGUI RID parameter enables the Qt LRC GUI (only)
and the RTI_enableLrcWebservice enables the Web LRC GUI
(only). 

• RTI applications handle exceptions gracefully and display 
appropriate warning information. 

• The rtidump application now handles compression and
bundling.

VR-Exchange 1.3
This is a Feature Release that includes significant new functionality.
The set of object and interaction types that can be translated
through VR-Exchange out of the box has been greatly expanded,
and a Broker to support a limited subset of DIS PDUs has also
been added. 

Some of the new capabilities in VR-Exchange 1.3 include: 
• The TENA Broker includes new translators for the following

classes: Acknowledge, Application Specific, Collision, Comment,
Embedded System, Emitter System, IFF, Radio Receiver, Radio
Transmitted, Start, Stop. 

• The HLA Broker includes new translators for: Emitted System,
Embedded System, and Environmental Process. The enhance-
ments to the HLA and TENA Brokers enable translation between
HLA and TENA for a wide variety of FOM and LROM concepts. 

• A new, simple DIS Broker has been added to VR-Exchange, so
that VR-Exchange can perform DIS-to-TENA, and DIS-to-HLA
translation. The DIS Broker is currently limited to support for the
following four classes: Aggregate, Entity State, Fire, Detonate.
For more full-features translation between DIS and HLA, we rec-
ommend using the MÄK DIS-HLA Gateway. If you are interested
in expanded support for DIS within VR-Exchange, please let us
know. 

• The VR-Exchange GUI now allows you to shut down individual
Brokers. 

• VR-Exchange now supports the MSVC++ 8.0 (2005) compiler.

MÄK Stealth 6.1 
This Spring MÄK will mark the arrival of MÄK Stealth 6.1,
an exciting new Feature Release that is guaranteed to
please. 

With this latest release of MÄK Stealth users will experi-
ence a significantly enhanced view of their simulated 
environment. MÄK Stealth version 6.1, built with edition
of Vega Prime 2.1.2, has improved aggregate icon 
drawing and constrained eyepoint movement within walls. 

MÄK Stealth 6.1 will also support video capture to AVI
files. The video capture of MÄK Stealth 6.1, combined
with the editing capability of the MÄK Logger 4.1, will
make creating presentations simple and intuitive.

Other new capabilities include:
• Remote Draw API
• Graceful handling of inconsistent environmental

process representations
• Better support for aggregate icon drawing
• Improved MetaFlight support 
• Mode to constrain eyepoint movement with walls 

MÄK Data Logger 4.1 
In the next month, we’ll be releasing Logger 4.1. This
release is focused on the visual editing functionality
enabled by the new Logger 4.0 architecture including:
Cut and save portions of a file, merge, offset and 
concatenate Logger files, clear sections of the file, etc. 

The new release will also include:
• A visual display of the number of packets graphed

against the timeline
• Time Management
• Ability to play back a file immediately after recording

(without having to switch modes)
• Subscription-based filtering for HLA
• Support for IRIX, Solaris, and Visual Studio 8.0

Contact Us
If you are a current product customer with up-to-date mainte-
nance, please contact Fay Nickles at keys@mak.com for the 
latest product versions. You must have your MÄK invoice number
available when requesting updated versions. For additional
information or pricing, please contact the MÄK sales depart-
ment at info@mak.com or 617.876.8085 x2. n

COMING SOON



Good B-HAVEior 
Starts with a Good Database TIP 2007.9.1

The B-HAVE Module for VR-Forces brings exciting new ground entity behaviors to VR-Forces 
simulations. In order for entities to execute B-HAVE tasks, you use the B-HAVE plug-in to the
MÄK Terrain Database Tool to generate PathData for your terrain database. The B-HAVE module
uses this PathData to calculate the paths that entities follow. The key to getting the behaviors you
want is generate the appropriate PathData for the area in which B-HAVE entities will be moving. 

For example, if you want entities to give preference to roads
when planning their paths, you need to create a road seed
graph from the vector data in your database. Then you include
the road seed graph in the PathData configuration. When you
run the simulation, you set the entities to use Restricted move-
ment mode. If you do not have a road seed graph or a seed
graph created with “Use as Restricted Area” enabled, the
Restricted movement mode will be meaningless. 

The B-HAVE plug-in to the MÄK Terrain Database Tool, makes it
relatively easy to generate PathData for your terrain databases
for use with the B-HAVE Module. However, you should expect to
spend some time trying out different ways to optimize the
PathData to get the best results in your simulations.  n

RESELLERS
For a full list of MÄK’s 
international resellers, 
please visit 
www.mak.com/products/resellers.php

Australia 
China
Czech Republic
Cyprus
Egypt 
Ecuador
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
India
Indonesia
Israel
Italy
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
The Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Russia
Singapore
Spain
Sweden
Taiwan
Turkey
United Kingdom
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Link— Simulate — Visualize

WHERE WE’LL BE :

Spring SIW
March 25 – 30, 2007

Mariott Waterside Hotel
Norfolk, VA

Booth #7

FOR INFO. & ATTENDANCE VISIT:

www.sisostds.org

ITEC
April 24 – 26, 2007

Koelnmesse
Cologne, Germany
with Antycip, DiSTI, and MultiGen-Paradigm

Booth #216

FOR INFO. & ATTENDANCE VISIT:

www.itec.co.uk

DoD Modeling &
Simulation Conference

May 7 – 19, 2007

Hampton Convention Center
Hampton Road, VA

Booth TBD

TECH TIP

Oh B-HAVE!
Want to learn more about
the new B-HAVE module?
Send your contact info to
makmail@mak.com and
we’ll email you a pdf of
our detailed FAQ. 


